The demands of foraging are a major driver in the evolution of cognitive faculties. To 29 successfully pursue a mobile prey that is attempting to avoid capture, the ability to predict its 30 flight path can provide a crucial advantage. We hypothesized that, during pursuit, rhesus 31 macaques exploit patterns in prey's behavior to predict the prey's future positions. We modeled 32 behavior of three macaques in a joystick-controlled pursuit task in which prey follow simple 33 escape algorithms that involve repulsion from the subject and from the walls of the virtual 34 enclosure. We find that, even in this artificial task, macaques actively predict and aim towards 35 prey's future positions, increasing their foraging success. Their predictions are derived from the 36 three core variables in Newtonian dynamics: position, velocity, and acceleration. Even after 37 extensive training, subjects favored these principles and ignored other regularities in prey 38 behavior. Most notably, they ignored the effects their own actions would have on the prey, 39 despite extensive training and even though doing so would have further improved performance. 40 We conjecture that subjects have a strong bias towards using physical principles to pursue 41 fleeing prey, possibly reflecting an evolved physics module. The observed predictive behavior 42 suggests that foraging demands facilitate the development of prospection.
INTRODUCTION
above zero). In the context of the task, these numbers are substantial: they reflect 18.78%, 133 14.42%, and 13.23% of the average trial duration for K, H, and C, respectively. 134 The distance into the future that our subjects prospected did not reliably depend on the 135 reward or the speed of the prey, as measured using a linear regression between reward/speed and 136 mean τ (K: r = 3.0316, p = 0.1110; H: r = 4.5798, p = 0.1791; C: r = 7.1007, p = 0.0957). Prey 137 path complexity (as measured by path curvature) did affect prediction. Subjects prospected less 138 far into the future when the prey path was more complex (K: rho = -0.0687; H: -0.0567; C: -139 0.0898, p < 0.0001 for each). 140 We next quantitatively compared possible strategies subjects used to predict future prey 141 direction by formalizing different computations by which monkeys could predict future 142 trajectories ( Fig. 2A) and fitting the parameters to each. The veridical prediction (VP) algorithm 143 assumes that monkeys predict according to the true game dynamics in which prey move away 144 from the boundaries of the field and also from the avatar. The cost contour map prediction 145 (CCMP) algorithm matches VP but ignores repulsion from the avatar, meaning that monkey's 146 model of prey would not take into account their own motion. Third, the physics variable-based 147 prediction (PVBP) algorithm assumes that subjects' predictions derive from the prey's position 148 and first two derivatives, velocity and acceleration (additional derivatives are considered in Fig.
149
S3). We measured the accuracy of each algorithm by computing the predicted path of the subject 150 on every trajectory slice then computing its error (sum of squared distance between predicted and 151 observed trajectories).
152
We use the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to compare models ( Fig. 4 and   153 Methods). This figure shows that the PVBP model of future prey trajectories is overall the best 154 fit to our subjects' behavior. This pattern held within the two well-trained subjects. Specifically, the PVBP algorithm was favored (Subject K: PVBP: 7.529x10 6 , second best was VP: 7.542x10 6 ; trained subject C, CCMP explained trajectories most accurately (7.955x10 6 , VP: 8.013x10 6 ).
158
These patterns appear to be robust to the specific analysis as they could be seen in also by 159 estimating which model fit best for each individual trajectory slice (Fig. 4B) . 160 Because Subject C showed a different pattern, and Subject C performed worst overall 161 (and thus chased slower prey), we wondered whether prey speed may influence strategy.
162
Supporting this idea, a trial-by-trial logistic regression between whether PVBP was the best 163 model and average prey velocity showed a positive relationship for all three subjects (p < 0.01 in 164 each case), with subject C maintaining a similar proportion of trajectories best explained by 165 PVBP for its speed (Fig. S5) . These results highlight the adaptive flexibility of prospective 166 pursuit strategy selection, and indicate that Subject C's overall difference can be explained by 167 the relatively slower speed prey used. 168 We asked which values of parameters are closest to optimal in capturing prey using 169 simulations ( Fig. 5) . To exclude the possibility where optimal parameters exist beyond what 170 subjects can accomplish using the current joystick configuration, we examined optimality by 171 comparing performance under identical pursuit/inertia ratios, which can be accomplished by 172 limiting the range of the force parameter in simulation. The representative prediction parameter 173 in simulation shows that all subjects' prediction parameter sets are not identical to the optimal 174 parameter set obtained from PVBP simulation. Average capture time in simulation using optimal 175 parameter was 1.10 second while top 5% capture time of actual trial was 1.31 second (subject 176 K), 1.32 second (subject H). The value of the optimal prediction parameter was 335 pixels 177 compare to actual prediction of each animal was 536 (subject K), 455 (subject H) pixels (Subject prediction method provided the best fitting result. With the prey velocity and trajectory category, 317 we performed logistic regression having velocity as predictor and category as the dependent 318 variable (glmfit in MATLAB).
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Data availability The data sets generated during the current study are available on the 320 Hayden lab website, http://www.haydenlab.com/, or from the authors on reasonable request. The 321 code generated to do the analyses for the current study is available from the corresponding 322 author on reasonable request. Video of experiment is available at 323 http://www.haydenlab.com/pursuit. trajectory plotted separately for each subject. Pursuit result differs according to color (equivalent to 522 maximum speed) of prey. The maximum speed of prey increases from orange (slowest with smallest 523 reward) to cyan (fastest with largest reward). As maximum speed increases, the mean capturing time (B) 524
and percent of failed trials increase (C). However, reward rate also increases since the amount of reward 525
is larger for faster prey (D). Errorbars are the standard error of the mean, obtained by bootstrapping 526 (1000 bootstraps). 527 
